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Top five countries by number of attendees at CVPR'18

USA

Number of attendees
Top five countries by number of attendees at CVPR’18

- USA
- China
- South Korea
- Japan
- Germany
More numbers
CVPR 2018 – Diamond Sponsors

- Amazon
- Baidu
- Face++
- Facebook
- Google
- Microsoft
- NVIDIA
- SenseTime
CVPR 2018 – Platinum Sponsors

- Alibaba Group
- ANT Financial
- Apple
- Aurora
- ByteDance
- Toutiao AI Lab
- Cognex
- DiDi
- Huawei
- IBM
- Intel
- Lyft
- Momenta
- Naver
- Line
- Oppo
- Qualcomm
- Samsung
- Yitu
- Tencent
- Uber
- Xilinx
Asian Research Hubs

Across all academic indicators - papers, citations, awards - these regions have labs that are on par with the best labs in the world.
Yet more numbers
Organizers from Asian countries at CVPR'18

- Not from Asia: 30
- From Asia: 2

# of organizers
Area chairs from Asian countries at CVPR'18

Not from Asia | From Asia
---|---
# of organizers |
There is an imbalance of Asian representation in the CV community
Aside: There are other imbalances as well.
Asian ethnicity ≠ Represent Asian institutions
Why am I telling you?
Message to my Western colleagues

- Be aware of the imbalance
- Systematically address the problem
- Look at ACCV's Area Chairs
- Ask your Asian colleagues
- Consider inviting speakers from Asia
Message to my Eastern colleagues

- Don't do things only for bullets on your CV
- Accept invitations
- Recommend your colleagues
- Volunteer
Message to my Western and Eastern colleagues
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Big Family
CVPR is a 100% volunteer based community.

Our community exist because we choose to work together.
We will do better
(message from the CVPR'21 organizers)
Thank you big family
ありがとう

고맙습니다

谢谢

ありがとうございます

고맙습니다

Thank you

唔該